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Abstract

This thesis follows all the design and optimization work of the new rear wing for the ADESS-03
LMP3 prototype. The work developed is included on the process of updating the bodywork of the
prototype to comply with the new 2019 regulations. To start, the CAD model was updated due to
structural defects existing on the previous model. After, a standard layup was defined and its structural
integrity evaluated using FEA studies. Based on the results from those studies, objectives were defined
for the wing optimization to obtain the stiffest structure possible for the least possible mass. Using
Optistruct and a new algorithm developed to simplify the shape of the optimization process, an ideal
layup was obtained that allowed for 73% less displacement to an increase in mass of 12%. Based on the
optimized result, the whole manufacture process was analysed, the moulds were designed and finally,
a study was performed to try to estimate the relative cost of the optimized layup compared to the
standard layup. The results of this study placed the optimized layup outside of the manufacturing
plan due to the total cost being 479% higher than the standard layup. Based on the optimized layup, a
new simpler layup was tested that should have a better mechanical behaviour than the standard layup
while being significantly cheaper than the optimized layup. In the end, the optimized wing weights
20% less than the standard layup, is 54% stiffer while being 163% more expensive to manufacture.
Keywords: LMP3 Prototype, Structural Optimization, Composite Materials, Cost Analysis

1. Introduction
1.1. Aero Package of a LMP Prototype

The three devices responsible for generating down-
force on an LMP car, shown in Figure 1, are: the
front splitter, the rear diffuser and the rear wing.
Of these three, the most important one is the front
splitter. Responsible for an average of 50% of the
car’s downforce, considering a perfect 50-50 aero-
dynamic setup, the splitter is the first part of the
car to face the air and so it dictates the airflow
around the prototype. Next, the rear diffuser, re-
sponsible for 30% of the car’s downforce. The rear
diffuser is a device that sits on the bottom rear of
the car that uses Bernoulli’s principle to produce
downforce. The air traveling between the car and
the road surface is expanded on tunnels on the dif-
fuser to create a low pressure zone at its entrance
therefore generating downforce. Last but not least,
there is the rear wing. Responsible for roughly 20%
of the total downforce of a LMP prototype, the wing
generates downforce using an airfoil profile and it is
attached directly to the gearbox of the car through
two pillars, on an LMP3 car.

1.2. The Old ADESS-03 Wing

The current design of the rear wing on the ADESS-
03 prototype, shown in exploded view in Figure 2, is

Figure 1: Highlighted, the splitter in green, diffuser
in blue and rear wing in red.

made of four main parts: a top skin, a lower skin, a
structural rib and a middle insert assembly to sup-
port the wing to the pillars. Apart from the parts
mentioned above, there are also two aluminium in-
serts, one on each end, to attach the endplates to
the wing.

Although the current design seemed good at first,
after some time the wings started to break during
racing. The structural rib inside the wing is split
in two halves, one on each side of the aluminium
insert assembly on the middle. During assembly,
the rib is bonded to the insert assembly and then
to both top and lower skins which in turn, are then
bonded to each other. The way the insert assembly
was designed creates a point on the top skin, shown
in Figure 3, where the load is concentrated, instead
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Figure 2: The current design of the ADESS-03 wing
with the centre aluminium insert assembly and the
split rib.

of being evenly distributed by the whole width of
the wing, and so every wing started splitting from
this point.

Figure 3: On this detail it is possible to see the in-
side of the wing where the rib meets the aluminium
insert assembly. The rear of the aluminium insert
assembly is exerting pressure on the top skin alone.

2. The New ADESS-03 Wing
2.1. Designing the New Wing
Before the design of the new wing started there was
a special consideration to take into account: a new
car was being developed at that exact same time
and this car was based on the ADESS-03 LMP3.
The main difference regarding the wing is that in-
stead of two pillars, the Pininfarina H2 Speed 2018
only has one central pillar, as shown in Figure 4,
so the attachment points for the wings of both cars
must be made in a way that both can be manufac-
tured from the same mould.

Figure 4: Pininfarina H2 Speed 2018 at the 2018
Geneva Motor Show. On the figure is visible the
central attachment of the wing to the central pillar,
hidden inside the fin. Retrieved from [1].

The first thing decided was to keep the rear wing
profile so to not upset the dynamic balance of the
car. This profile is a standard National Advisory

Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) profile capable
of generating 400 kg of downforce at a speed of 280
km/h [2].

After defining the profile, the next thing was the
rib design. One certainty was that the rib would
need to follow the whole width of the wing to pre-
vent weak zones on the structural integrity of the
new part. The need to be able to hold the wing a
single or double pillar was also taken into account.
The middle section of the new rib has three inden-
tations, shown in Figure 5, so the mould can be
manufactured just one time and the same rib can
be used for the wing of both the ADESS-03 and the
H2 Speed with no need for further changes.

Figure 5: New rib and lower skin design. Visible on
the figure are the three indentations that allow for
both a single pillar or two pillars.

Regarding indentations, two different configura-
tions are planned for the top skin: one with two
supports for the ADESS-03 and one with one for
the H2 Speed. The cavities for the two support
methods were designed to have the exact same size
so the final top skin could be changed by swapping
the location of an add-on on the mould for the part.

Before finishing the design of the wing, three
types of inserts, shown in Figure 6, were devel-
oped to be bonded inside the whole wing assem-
bly. These inserts have standard thicknesses that
are readily available from regular aluminium sup-
pliers so that they can be waterjet cut from the
original aluminium plate with no need of further
machining. The first type is a profile like aluminium
insert to close each end of the wing and allow the
endplates to be attached. The second and third one
are a bigger and smaller variation of the same in-
sert, these ones are intended to go between the rib
and the lower skin and their goal is to screw an M6
screw on each to hold the wing supports to the wing
itself.

Finally, the last parts designed were the support
inserts that attach the wing to the pillars. These in-
serts are machined from a solid block of aluminium
and they need to take into account the adjustability
of the wing. In order to extract the best times out of
each circuit, the aerodynamic load must be adapted
to fit both high speed circuits and low speed cir-
cuits.
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Figure 6: On the left, aluminium inserts that fit be-
tween the rib and the lower skin and on the right,
inserts to close the wing profile and allow the at-
tachment of the endplates.

The wing on the ADESS-03 LMP3 has seven po-
sitions ranging from 10o to 4o with the zero being
6o regarding the profile neutral line [2]. The wing
adjustment is obtained by choosing the correct slot
combination between the holes on the pillar and the
holes on the wing insert. As mentioned before, the
aerodynamic setup of the car will not change so,
in order to keep the design as simple as possible
the holes from the original insert assembly where
projected to the new attachment inserts. The final
wing is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: New wing ready to be attached to the
endplates and the pillars.

2.2. FEA Analysis of the Standard Rear Wing

An important part of the design of a new struc-
tural component is Finite Element Analysis [3] [4]
(FEA). FEA analysis allows the understating of the
physical limitations of a new component without
the need to actually manufacture and test it until
it fails. Despite being very important, FEA analysis
is also very demanding requiring a lot of prepara-
tion to do correctly and needing accurate data so
the studies can be performed as close to real life
working situations as possible.

After the meshing process is completed, the ma-
terials used on the model are created. For the stan-
dard layup the fabrics used are Standard Modulus
600 gsm Plain Weave carbon fibre fabrics (SM).

For the analyses performed on this thesis, the
carbon fibre properties shown in Table 1 are car-
bon fibre properties readily available from suppliers
and they were the ones used but, in order to get
the most accurate results, one should create test-
ing specimens and perform destructive tests in or-
der to get the exact mechanical properties of the
batch of carbon fibre used to manufacture a cer-
tain part. Not every batch is the same and slight
changes within the manufacture method of carbon

Table 1: Mechanical properties of Standard Modu-
lus Plain Weave carbon fibre fabric.

Value

Young’s Modulus 0o [MPa] 70000

Young’s Modulus 90o [MPa] 70000

In-plane Shear Modulus [MPa] 5000

Major Poisson’s Ratio 0,10

Ult. Tensile Strength 0o [MPa] 600

Ult. Comp. Strength 0o [MPa] 570

Ult. Tensile Strength 90o [MPa] 600

Ult. Comp. Strength 90o [MPa] 570

Ult. In-plane Shear Strenght [MPa] 90

Density [g/cm3] 1,6

fibre fabrics may impact the performance of the fi-
nal part.

With the material now created it is time to create
the carbon plies. While modelling composites on
HyperMesh, the user has two options for approach-
ing the modelling process: zone-based modelling or
ply based modelling.

The process used for this model was ply based
modelling, shown in Figure 8, where the user de-
fines laminates that are made of plies. Each ply is
created according to its shape by selecting the de-
sired elements. The plies are then assembled inside
the laminate and the laminate property is then ap-
plied to the respective elements accordingly. This
approach is faster to model and easier to update.

Figure 8: Model modelled with ply based modelling.
Retrieved from [5]

The standard layup defined for the rear wing is
shown in Table 2. Each ply is made from SM ma-
terial and with a 0,66 mm thickness.

The values used for the loadcases for all the anal-
ysis are shown in Table 3.
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Table 2: Layup sequence for the standard wing lam-
inates.

Laminate Orientation

Top Skin
0o

45o

Lower Skin
0o

45o

Rib

0o

45o

45o

0o

Table 3: Pressure loading values.

Maximum Pressure
0,01

[N/mm2]

Average Pressure
0,0033

[N/mm2]

2.2.1. Convergence Analysis

Before settling on an element size, a convergence
analysis must be performed. After setting up a
model that allows to quickly change the element
size without creating everything from zero, mainly
a model before mapping the loads to the respective
elements, multiple analyses were done with different
element sizes. After all the analyses were finished,
a plot was created that relates the number of ele-
ments on the model with a local maximum stress.
The plot obtained through the convergence analysis
is displayed in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Results of the convergence analysis.

From a direct observation of the resulting plot,
it can be seen that after around 380000 elements,
or element size 2, the stress results are very similar
only increasing the computation time so element
size 2 was be used for all the calculations.

2.2.2. Standard Layup Analysis Results
The static analysis results are presented in Table 4.
A significant displacement of 7,47 mm is achieved
for the maximum pressure load case.

Table 4: Mechanical behaviour of the standard
layup.

Mass [g] 4131,07

Maximum
7,47Displacement [mm]

Average
2,47Displacement [mm]

After seeing the results from this first analysis it
is possible to establish real goals for the optimiza-
tion process. The main goal is to get the stiffest
structure possible for the least possible mass. To
achieve this goal, not only the Standard Modulus
Plain Weave carbon fibre fabric used for the stan-
dard layup will be used but also, High Modulus
Unidirectional carbon fibre fabric (HM). With uni-
directional fabrics it is possible to increase the rigid-
ity of the whole wing on a certain direction without
the need of adding more material to reinforce un-
necessary directions.

3. Optimization Process and Cost Analysis
Optistruct handles composite optimization in three
different stages show in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Optistruct’s composite optimization pro-
cess. Retrieved from [6]

3.1. Free Size Optimization
The first thing to do is to create the HM material.
The properties to input on the new material are
shown in Table 5.

With the new material ready, the next step is cre-
ating the super plies. Each of the three elements of
the wing must have a laminate that has two cover
plies: one ply of SM material at 0o/90o on the
mould surface and another ply of SM material at
-45o/+45o on the inner surface. The goal of these
plies is to enclose the whole laminate inside them
in order to achieve a better finish and component
durability. For this reason, each of the wing ele-
ments has two super plies of SM material, one at
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Table 5: Mechanical properties of High Modulus
Unidirectional carbon fibre fabric

Value

Young’s Modulus 0o [MPa] 175000

Young’s Modulus 90o [MPa] 8000

In-plane Shear Modulus [MPa] 5000

Major Poisson’s Ratio 0,30

Ult. Tensile Strength 0o [MPa] 1000

Ult. Comp. Strength 0o [MPa] 850

Ult. Tensile Strength 90o [MPa] 40

Ult. Comp. Strength 90o [MPa] 200

Ult. In-plane Shear Strenght [MPa] 60

Density [g/cm3] 1,6

0o and the other at 45o. The rest of the super plies
laminate can be checked in Table 6.

Table 6: Layup sequence for the super ply wing
laminates

Laminate Material Orientation

Top Skin

SM 0o

HM 0o

HM 90o

HM 79,5o

HM -79,5o

SM 45o

Lower Skin

SM 0o

HM 0o

HM 90o

HM 79,5o

HM -79,5o

SM 45o

Rib

SM 0o

HM 0o

HM 90o

HM 79,5o

HM -79,5o

SM 45o

Direction 79.5o for the angled super plies was cho-
sen because it is the angle of the biggest diagonal of
the wing, as shown in Figure 11, and it is cheaper
to manufacture. An analysis was made to compare
the results of both directions and the wing with
the 79,5o direction reinforcement was significantly
lighter and stiffer than the one with 45o.

After the free size optimization, Table 7 was cal-
culated to understand the differences between the
free size layup and the standard layup. As can be
observed after the free size optimization, the model

Figure 11: Wing angle from corner to corner.

is now 60% heavier than the standard layup but
now presents a displacement 86% smaller.

Table 7: Mechanical behaviour and mass compar-
ison between the standard layup and the free-size
layup.

Lay Up Standard Free-Size

Mass [g] 4131,07 6589,42

Maximum
7,47 1,07

Displacement [mm]

Average
2,47 0,35

Displacement [mm]

3.2. MATLAB Cleanup
The result obtained from the free size optimization
is a purely theoretical result. This result is the an-
swer to the question: “how much material of this
orientation in needed, and where is it needed?” and
it has no regards to the manufacturability of the
actual plies. Because of this a MATLAB solution
was thought of and implemented.

The results from the MATLAB clean up are eas-
ily visible before the algorithm is finished through a
module implemented on the code. This module dis-
plays the shape of each ply before the cleanup, after
the cleanup and finally, the original uncleaned ply
on top of the cleaned ply plotted in different colours
so it is easier to see the differences. The MATLAB
results are shown in Figure 12 after importing to
HyperMesh and in Figure 13 on the whole laminate
final aspect.

Figure 12: Ply 101200 on the HyperMesh model
after cleaning.

As can be seen from Figures 12 and 13, the dif-
ference in the overall ply outline is notable. There
are no small patches and the final result seems much
more manageable. Although not perfect, this MAT-
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Figure 13: Top skin laminate after cleaning.

LAB algorithm was developed as a proof of concept
and further refining parameters can be inputted to
improve the results even further.

Before deciding to go ahead with the MATLAB
model, the effectiveness of the cleanup had to be
measured. It was necessary to understand what
was loss during the cleanup process and to better
understand this, a static analysis was performed to
compare the new cleaned free size model to the pre-
vious free size model. The results of this analysis
are compared to the free size model results in Table

Table 8: Mechanical behaviour and mass compari-
son between the free size layup and the cleaned free
size layup.

Lay Up Free-Size
Free-Size

MATLAB

Mass [g] 6589,42 5914,54

Maximum
1,07 1,15

Displacement [mm]

Average
0,35 0,38

Displacement [mm]

As can be seen in Table 8, after cleaning up the
plies the model is now 10% lighter which is a good
perk to have and will help reduce the weight deficit
imposed by the inner workings of the free size anal-
ysis. Although the displacement is 8% bigger, look-
ing at the results it is possible to see that 8% corre-
sponds to just 0,03 mm when submitted to Average
Pressure so this change is practically negligible.

3.3. Size Optimization
After the size analysis there are now 110 plies on the
model. Although after the free size analysis there
were 72 plies, 18 original super plies each split in
four after the free size analysis, after the size anal-
ysis the model has 52% more plies than it had after
the size analysis. This is due to the fact that dur-
ing the size analysis the thickness of the plies must
reach a value that is a multiple of the manufac-
turable thickness, for this model TMANUF is 0,22
mm. With this in mind, the plies with the lowest
thicknesses after the free size analysis will disappear

since they can get close to the value of TMANUF
while the plies with bigger thickness will be split ac-
cordingly. For example, one ply that after the free
size analysis had a thickness of 2 mm, can spawn
up to 9 plies after the size analysis. In Table 9 it
is possible to see the evolution of part of the lower
skin laminate plies through the size analysis.

Table 9: Part of the lower skin laminate after size
optimization.

Ply Name
Plies Created

After Size

213100 213101
213200 NA
213300 NA

213400

213401
213402
213403
213404

214100 214101
214200 NA
214300 NA
214400 214401
215100 215101
215200 215201

215300
215301
215302

215400 215401

Keeping the trend of comparing the optimization
stage to the standard layup, see Table 10. After
the size optimization, the model is now just 5.6%
heavier than the standard layup, a huge change on
the previous result obtained after the free size op-
timization. As expected, since the solver is now
working with discrete ply thickness the final result
between the output file and the imported model is
more accurate. With the discretization of the plies
some rigidity is lost with the displacement now be-
ing 76.5% lower compared to the previous 84.5%.

Table 10: Mechanical behaviour and mass compari-
son between the standard layup and the size layup.

Lay Up Standard Size

Mass [g] 4131,07 4362,40

Maximum
7,47 1,75

Displacement [mm]

Average
2,47 0,58

Displacement [mm]
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3.4. Shuffle Optimization

After the shuffle optimization the laminate is al-
most ready for manufacture. All the plies have
a manufacturable thickness, due to the size anal-
ysis, and after the shuffle analysis, the resulting
laminate now respects all the manufacturing con-
straints. One notable fact is the number of fabric
plies spread throughout the middle of the laminate.
The goal for all the laminates is to have as close to
just two cover plies made from SM material as pos-
sible. The result of the shuffle analysis proves the
need for a manual edit before the part is ready to
manufacture. To understand how the mechanical
properties of the model have evolved, once again a
comparison was needed with the standard model.
The results are shown in Table 11.

Table 11: Mechanical behaviour and mass compar-
ison between the standard layup and the shuffle
layup.

Lay Up Standard Shuffle

Mass [g] 4131,07 4362,40

Maximum
7,47 2,08

Displacement [mm]

Average
2,47 0,69

Displacement [mm]

After the shuffle optimization, the mass of the
model did not change compared to the size opti-
mization since the plies are the same. The displace-
ment however became a little worse due to the man-
ufacturing constraints. Despite being a little worse,
the difference in displacement with the average load
is just 0,1 mm compared to the size analysis which
is, once again, almost negligible.

3.5. Manual Edit

Before the laminates are ready for manufacture, the
plies must be edited. After analysing each SM ma-
terial ply individually, some of them were deleted
due to their reduced size. A detail of the final as-
pect of the laminates can be seen in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Detail of the side of the laminate as seen
on HyperMesh were the HM plies can be seen inside
the cover plies

One of the plies with orientation 0o was edited to
cover the whole laminate area and this ply will be
the face mould ply. One 45o ply was also edited to
cover the whole area of the laminate and this one
will be the closing ply of the laminate and will face
the inside of the wing. This process was conducted
for all three of the laminates.

After the manual editing of the plies, the layup is
ready and it is time for its final evaluations. A static
analysis was conducted to see the results. These re-
sults are displayed in Table 12 along with the results
from the standard layup for comparison.

Table 12: Mechanical behaviour and mass compar-
ison between the standard layup and the edited
layup.

Lay Up Standard
Shuffle

Edited

Mass [g] 4131,07 4639,40

Maximum
7,47 2,04

Displacement [mm]

Average
2,47 0,67

Displacement [mm]

As can be seen in Table 12, under maximum load
the displacement was reduced from almost 7,5 mm
to just 2 mm. Also, under average load the maxi-
mum displacement is just 0,67 mm which can barely
be noticed by just looking at the wing.

With the optimization process done, it is time to
start planning the manufacturing process.

4. Manufacturing Planning and Analysis

As mentioned before on the design stage of the
wing, the first thing to do after the optimization
process is to update the CAD geometry of the wing
to reflect the changes on the laminate thickness.
Using OSSMOOTH within HyperMesh it is possi-
ble to export the new ply geometry to an .stp file.
It is possible to choose to do it with just one iter-
ation to export the ply geometry as it is or, more
iterations to simplify the ply shape as can be seen
in Figure 15.

As can be seen from Figure 15 the ply exported
with 300 iterations has a general smoother outline
compared to the ply exported with just one itera-
tion. This is because with just one iteration, OS-
SMOOTH will not try to simplify the ply shapes
and will just create the geometry as the ply is on
the moment. When exporting the ply geometry to
use on the real model for manufacture, it is advised
to run OSSMOOTH with a big number of iterations
to remove the hard corners that exist on the model
resulting from the ply clean-up process. Hard cor-
ners make each ply harder to cut and create stress
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(a) Ply 101200 exported using 1 iteration.

(b) Ply 101200 exported using 300 iteration.

Figure 15: Difference between ply 101200 after ex-
porting to .stp using OSSMOOTH with either 1
iteration or 300 iterations.

concentration zones on the final laminate.

4.1. Mould Design
Designing a good mould is as important as design-
ing the part itself and various considerations need
to be taken into account when designing the part to
guarantee the best possible results. Although fairly
flexible, composite parts manufacturing has its lim-
its and the designer can end up with a part impos-
sible to produce if these limitations are not taken
into account. Since the wing has three composite
components, one mould per component is needed
and as such, three moulds need to be designed.

4.1.1. Top Skin Mould
The top skin mould, seen in Figure 16, is the most
complex of the three moulds designed. Since the
wing needs to be easily adapted to both the ADESS-
03 LMP3 and the Pininfarina H2 Speed 2018, the
mould needs to reflect this ability. A solution to this
problem was to use add-ons that go on the mould.
According to whether a wing for the ADESS-03
LMP3 or the Pininfarina H2 Speed 2018 is be-
ing manufactured, these add-ons just need to be
swapped to manufacture one top skin or the other.
For the ADESS-03 wing, two add-ons are used to
create the two cavities for both pillar supports. If
the top skin is intended for the H2 Speed though,
one add-on is used on the middle to create the single
cavity for the single pillar support of the H2 Speed
wing. In order to create the bonding area on the top
skin, another part needs to be added to the mould
assembly. This new part is once again attached to

the main body of the mould using screws and can
be made from a simple plate of the same material
used on the rest of the mould. Before the mould
is finished, a trim line must be added. Either by
scratching the surface of the mould with the appro-
priate tool or by using an adhesive film to limit the
contour of the final part, the trim line is essential
for the final finish of the component.

Figure 16: Top Skin mould completely assembled
to begin the manufacture of the component. Notice
the trim line in pink.

4.1.2. Lower Skin Mould
The Lower Skin mould follows the same principles
as the Top Skin mould with the exception of the
add-ons to produce the cavities. For the wings for
the ADESS-03 and the Pininfarina H2 Speed, all
the components are the same except for the top skin
so, the mould used to produce the lower skin for the
ADESS-03 wing is the same mould used to produce
the lower skin used on the H2 Speed wing. What
keeps this mould from being just a single part is
the plate needed to, once again, create the bonding
area on the leading edge of the wing. A duplicate
of the plate used on the top skin mould can be used
for the lower skin mould.

4.1.3. Rib Mould
Finally, despite looking like the most complex part
of the three, the rib mould is actually the easiest of
the three to design since there are no special pre-
cautions to take while manufacturing the part. De-
spite being easier to design, this mould is probably
the most expensive one due to the complexity of
the final part. Regarding design constraints, all the
limitations regarding the wing adaptation from the
ADESS-03 LMP3 to the Pininfarina H2 Speed 2018
were accounted for during the design phase of the
rib to ensure a simpler overall process. As with the
lower skin, the rib used on both wings is the same
so the same mould can be used for both wings.

4.2. Costs of Manufacture
The costs of the whole manufacturing process can
be split in two categories: material costs and pro-
cess costs. The material costs cover the cost of the
carbon itself and of the aluminium used on the in-
serts. As for the worker related costs, they count
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the total time spent on laminating the plies, the
time spent debulking the laminates, the unmould-
ing time, the trimming time and the bonding time.
For the aluminium inserts these costs would be the
machine usage and the time spent on cutting the
aluminium plate. Since the aluminium inserts are
a constant, their cost will not be accounted for on
these next calculations.

Relying on the data from HyperMesh, the area
of each ply was calculated to understand how many
square meters of carbon are needed on the manu-
facture of the wing. The values used for the manu-
facture work are described in Table 13.

Table 13: Table with assumptions made regarding
work cost and manufacturing time.

Variable Value Units

Time Spent per Ply 12 minutes

Time for Debulk 40 minutes

Time for Trimming 60 minutes

Time for Unmoulding 10 minutes

Time for Assembly 60 minutes

Debulk Interval 4 plies

Worker Cost per Hour 40 e

With everything taken into account, the final
value for the cost of the optimized rear wing is
2463,35 e. Since there is no other value to com-
pare it to, the same process was done to find the
cost of the standard layup. The results of the cost
evaluation of the standard layup are found in Ta-
ble 14.

Table 14: Comparison between total costs of stan-
dard layup and optimized layup.

Lay Up Standard Optimized

Total Material
101,71 644,95

Cost [e]

Total Worker
324,00 1818,40

Cost [e]

Total Part
425,71 2463,35Cost [e]

The increased number of plies reflects itself not
only on the material cost but also on the total time
cost. The material cost is simple to understand:
there is no HM fibres used on the standard layup
while this type of fabric is the foundation of the
whole optimization process and with the HM fibers
used on this part costing almost 2,5 times more
than SM fibres, an increase in price is obviously
expected. The main difference appears in the time

cost mainly to the time spent on debulks. Both of
the models need to be trimmed and bonded but the
time spent laying up the plies is increased on the
optimized model and, while there are no debulks
on the standard layup, the optimized model needs
more than 5 debulks per component. These cal-
culations do not reflect the reality perfectly since
more than one mould can be laminated at the same
time and the same thought process goes for the de-
bulks. Despite all its flaws, this calculation method
is enough to demonstrate that the optimized model
is simply too expensive to be manufactured to the
light of the philosophty behind a LMP3 prototype.
If the LMP3 category was not cost bound like For-
mula 1 and the hybrid LMP1’s, probably this solu-
tion would be feasible but since this is not the case,
another solution must be found.

4.3. Simplified Layup
A safer approach is to create a simplified layup
that prioritizes on each laminate the dominant di-
rection obtained through the previous optimization
process. The goal with this new approach is to have
a new simplified layup for the wing that in the end
is made up from two woven fabric cover plies and
inside reinforced by a single direction of HM plies
or, two directions if the dominant direction needs
to balanced. For this simplified laminate, the opti-
mization process will be repeated in full to obtain
the best possible result. This new layup will hope-
fully be the perfect balance between the standard
layup that is cheap to produce and the optimized
layup that has great mechanical behaviour.

From the information gathered, the dominant di-
rection on each of the laminates is clear apart from
the Lower Skin where the number of plies on both
79,5o and 90o are very similar. Althought the 79,5o

direction ends up having a bigger percentage of
the total laminate thickness, for the new simplified
layup it was decided to used the 90o direction to
match with the Top Skin laminate. This way both
the Top and Lower Skin laminate are matching with
just 90o HM reinforcements while the Rib laminate
keeps the 79,5o HM reinforcement.

With a reduced number of plies the manufactur-
ing cost for this new simplified layup is expected
to be much lower than the layup obtained with the
previous optimization. It is also expected that it
will perform slightly worse but to be able to quan-
tify the loss in mechanical performance a static
analysis was performed. As expected, the displace-
ment results are slightly worse with the simplified
layup displacement under average pressure being
now slightly above 1 mm. The unexpected surprise
though was the final mass of the model just above
3300 g. With the standard layup weighting around
4100 g, this difference on the total mass allows one
of the main objectives of creating a laminate that
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outperforms the standard layup in every aspect, ob-
jective that was not achieved with the previous op-
timized layup, to be crossed of the list now. In order
to better compare results, Table 15 shows the per-
centage difference between the new simplified layup
and the previous optimized layup masses and dis-
placements.

Table 15: Mechanical behaviour differences of the
new simplified layup compared to the previous op-
timized layup.

Difference [%]

Mass
-29%

Difference [%]

Maximum Displacement
67%

Difference [%]

Average Displacement
67%

Difference [%]

Looking at the real difference between their val-
ues it is possible to see just how much these new
layups do not flex under load. While the previous
optimized layup had a maximum displacement un-
der average load of just 0,67 mm, the new simplified
layup is 67% worse since it flexes until a maximum
displacement of 1,13 mm. The real displacement
change is close to just half a millimeter, and with a
total wingspan of almost 1,6 m, half a millimeter is
negligible. On the other hand, saving more than 1,3
kg on just one component is drastic and an amazing
trade-off for the lost in mechanical performance.

4.3.1. Simplified Layup Cost Study

To ensure that the new simplified layup is in-
deed cheaper to produce than the previous opti-
mized layup, the same cost analysis performed pre-
viously was conducted with exactly the same pa-
rameters. As expected the new simplified layup is
indeed much cheaper than the previously optimized
layup. Although the difference on the material cost
is smaller than expected, the difference in worker
cost totally makes up for it. Established that the
new simplified layup is cheaper than the previously
optimized layup, it is time to compare it to the stan-
dard layup. Once again, the same process applies
and the results are shown in Table 16.

Once again, as expected, the simplified layup
is considerably more expensive than the standard
layup. The material cost is what makes of most
of the difference of 163% on the final price due
to the use of HM fibres. Expecting an optimized
layup to be cheaper than the standard layup is not
reasonable so deciding if the new optimized layup
will proceed to production based solely on its final
price is not a good approach. This new simplified

Table 16: Cost difference between simplified layup
and standard layup.

Lay Up Standard Optimized

Total Material
101,71 437,80

Cost [e]

Total Worker
324,00 682,40

Cost [e]

Total Part
425,71 1120,20Cost [e]

layup is 20% lighter and 54% stiffer than standard
so apart from the additional rigidity, it brings along
increased performance. An increase of 163% for a
completely different part that has suffered a thor-
ough optimization process to not only deliver the
most perfomance but also, do it at the lowest pos-
sible price seems like a good trade off. The final
price may eventually be reduced by decreasing the
frequency of the debulk operations, reducing worker
time and as such, reducing the total cost of the part.
Despite sounding simple, this solution may have its
trade offs as the final result may come with an ex-
pected loss in quality.

5. Conclusions
The main objective of this thesis was to design
a new wing that mainly, would not brake under
use. Using the opportunity created, an optimiza-
tion study was also developed to try and extract ev-
ery drop of mechanical performance allowed by the
geometry of the wing.The new design is 20% lighter
and 54% stiffer. Despite being 163% more expen-
sive, this value compared with the original 479%
difference for the optimized layup seems about right
for the increase in performance this new part pro-
vides. In the end of this thesis, it is safe to say that
the end result is not only pleasant to look at, but it
is also a feasible design and a design that, if needed,
can be sent when needed for manufacture.
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